To help you find the Spicer u-joints you need for your vehicle, we have developed these performance u-joint charts. Simply follow these instructions. 1. Use the Kit Numbers by Make charts on the right to find the kit number that matches your year, make, and model. 2. Find your kit part number on the chart below. 3. Read across the chart to determine which drawing (DWG) corresponds to your kit. 4. Locate the u-joint that corresponds to the position you need.

### Spicer Life Series® Performance U-Joint Packs

To find out more about Spicer Life Series® performance u-joint packs, as well as more products engineered for performance applications, visit www.DanaUnleashed.com or talk to your Spicer parts sale representative today.
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SPICER LIFE SERIES® (SPL®) PREMIUM PERFORMANCE U-JOINT PACKS